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Abstract
Summary: MPAgenomics, standing for multi-patients analysis (MPA) of genomic mark-
ers, is an R-package devoted to: (i) efficient segmentation, and (ii) genomic marker selection
from multi-patient copy number and SNP data profiles. It provides wrappers from commonly
used packages to facilitate their repeated (sometimes difficult) use, offering an easy-to-use
pipeline for beginners in R.
The segmentation of successive multiple profiles (finding losses and gains) is based on a
new automatic choice of influential parameters since default ones were misleading in the orig-
inal packages. Considering multiple profiles in the same time, MPAgenomics wraps efficient
penalized regression methods to select relevant markers associated with a given response.
Availability: The R-package MPAgenomics is available on R-forge at http://r-forge.r-
project.org/R/?group_id=1658.
Contact: quentin.grimonprez@inria.fr
1 Introduction
Analyzing data from genome-wide SNP arrays within R requires several packages, e.g. aroma for
normalization of Affymetrix SNP6.0 arrays [2], changepoint for segmentation of copy number
profiles [7], cghcall for labelling segments [10], and glmnet for penalized regressions [5]. Each
package performs a specific task in the whole analysis but none of them is related to the others.
Output formats of given packages are often not compatible with input formats required by the
other, making their use awkward for beginners in R. One main contribution of the MPAgenomics
R package is to aggregate these commonly used packages, providing wrappers to inter-relate
them automatically.
At each step of the analysis a large amount of packages are available to perform normalization,
segmentation or marker selection. A careful choice of only a few methods is required to provide
an easy-to-use and efficient tool. For instance the MPAgenomics segmentation step is based on
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Pelt [7], which has been proved to be the most reliable method to segment copy number profiles
among 17 competitors [6]. Furthermore the MPAgenomics package improves on the native Pelt
method by providing an automatic data-driven choice of its penalty parameter.
In this application note, we describe two different pipelines implemented in the R package
MPAgenomics. Both of them perform the whole analysis from raw data to normalization, and then
to either successive segmented profiles, or a list of genomic markers selected from all available
profiles.
2 MPAgenomics package
One interest of MPAgenomics is to provide a simple automatic way to combine the elementary
steps described in what follows. Each of them can however be used separately by more advanced
users.
2.1 Data normalization
The normalization process in MPAgenomics contains technical biaises correction, and copy number
and allele B fraction estimation. Following [3], allele B fraction refers to the proportion of the
total signal coming from allele B. Normalization methods are available for Affymetrix arrays
(GenomeWideSNP 5 & 6, . . . ). The estimation of the total copy number and allele B fraction is
made by CRMAv2 [4] originally implemented in the aroma packages. For studies with matched
normal-tumor samples, a better estimation is suggested for the allele B fraction of the tumoral
sample with the TumorBoost method [3].
The use of aroma packages is difficult for neophytes due to the complex folder architecture it
requires and the lack of internal documentation of the R package. MPAgenomics implements a
wrapper to process all these normalization steps and build the folder architecture automatically.
Furthermore different graphs such as the copy number signal can be saved in the working folder
architecture for further visualization.
2.2 Segmentation method
Following [6] the Pelt segmentation method [7] is implemented in MPAgenomics. It relies on a
penalty λ log(n) penalizing too many segments, with a profile of length n and λ a parameter to
choose. We observed that using the default parameter λ = 1 on a real dataset of 70 profiles [8]
leads to over-segmented regions (too many segments). Since λ is crucial, MPAgenomics suggests
an automatic sample-specific choice of λ (see Section 3).
The implemented segmentation method is available both for copy number and allele B fraction
profiles. The allele B fraction segmentation is only made from heterozygous SNPs. The resulting
signal is centered and symmetrized around 0, which makes it similar to the usual copy number.
2.3 Calling method
From each segmented profile, the CGHcall method [10] is run to label every segment in terms of
loss, normal, and gain. Segmentation and labeled segments are available in two settings. One is
aroma-based and exploits the folder architecture and the files generated along the process. The
second does not depend on aroma. It is particularly relevant for more advanced users with their
own normalized data.
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In the aroma-dependent function, segmentation and calling are performed with the same
wrapper. The calling is run for each profile separately. Results are saved in .BED format in the
working folder architecture.
2.4 Genomic marker selection
The goal is to select genomic markers (e.g. SNPs or CNV) associated with a given response from
all patient profiles simultaneously.
For each individual i (1 ≤ i ≤ I), yi denotes the response and xi,p the corresponding nor-
malized value of copy number or allele B fraction signal at genomic position p (1 ≤ p ≤ P ). By
default normalization is done as in Section 2.1 without between-array normalization. There is
no need to perform segmentation and calling before the multi-patients analysis.
Due to the huge number of markers (P  I) MPAgenomics uses the lasso [9] regularization
method to select very few ones. It consists in minimizing β ∈ RP 7→ g(β), where
gρ(β) =
I∑
i=1
(yi − (Xβ)i)2 + ρ
P∑
p=1
|βp| ,
with (Xβ)i =
∑
p xi,pβp and ρ > 0 controlling the number of non-zero coordinates of β. After
minimization, non-zero coefficients βp correspond to influential positions to predict the response.
MPAgenomics drastically improves on ongoing packages in terms of computation time. With
the linear regression model, it efficiently provides the exact solution by use of the new R package
HDPenReg, which is an optimized implementation of the lars algorithm specially dedicated to
huge number of markers. Logistic regression is also available with binary responses. MPAgenomics
wraps the glmnet package [5] in the whole process. Unlike HDPenReg it does not provide the
exact solution but is computationally very efficient.
With glmnet and HDPenReg, the regularization parameter ρ is chosen by k-folds cross-
validation [1]. The selected variables are the most relevant ones regarding to the response.
2.5 MPAgenomics vignette
The tutorial of the MPAgenomics R package is obtained by running the following commands in
the R console:
library(MPAgenomics)
vignette(“MPAgenomics”)
An example explains how to quickly analyze data. More details on each step or wrapper are
given to help advanced users to run each function separately.
3 Sample-specific parameter in MPA
First we detail the sample-specific choice of the λ parameter we propose in the Pelt method
(segmentation). Then we illustrate its potential improvement upon a common parameter choice
on real data from [8].
3.1 Proposed method
For each profile the Pelt method is run on a grid of λ values. Fig. 1 displays the number
of segments with respects to λ on an example. The widest range of λ for which the number
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Figure 1: Number of segments for each λ in the penalty of Pelt.
of segments remains unchanged (and larger than 1) indicates a high confidence in resulting
segmentation.
The optimal data-driven λ is the left-most value of the widest range such that the number of
segments is larger than 1. Otherwise we consider there is only one segment in the profile.
3.2 Sample-specific versus common parameter
The sample-specific choice of λ in Section 3.1 is compared with a common choice of λ depending
on the signal-to-noise ratio within each group of profiles.
Profiles from the real dataset [8] are clustered into groups with homogeneous signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) by use of Gaussian mixture model. Three groups are provided by the BIC criterion.
Figure 2 displays results (chromosome 1) for each profile (patient) from 1 to 70. Following
Section 3.1 the widest range of λ values is plotted for each profile. Colors (black, red, and green)
indicate the SNR level in each group (respectively low, middle, and high).
Whereas the lowest SNR group only contains ranges of λ with small values, other groups
correspond to ranges of both small and large values of λ. A common choice of λ within each
of these two groups lead to erroneous segmentations. The same conclusion applies to other
chromosomes and criteria such as variance, which justifies the implementation of the sample-
specific choice of λ in MPAgenomics.
4 Conclusion
MPAgenomics provides user-friendly wrappers for normalization and multi-patients analysis of
genomic data. It also provides automatic choices of crucial parameters for segmentation and
marker selection. Even though normalization is provided for Affymetrix arrays, others steps
(segmentation, calling, and marker selection) can be applied to high-throughput sequencing
data.
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Figure 2: Widest ranges of λ (x-axis) for 70 copy number profiles (chromosome 1) (y-axis).
Colors indicate clusters of signal-to-noise ration (black < red < green).
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